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The real interest rate, expected inflation and inflation risk premium are three key
economic variables; yet, their dynamic behavior is essentially unobserved. The paper
is to develop a no-arbitrage term structure model with regime switches and
time-varying prices of risk to identify these components of the nominal yield curve.
The paper constructs the term structure of real rate, expected inflation and inflation
risk premium in China, using a maximum likelihood function with regime switches to
estimate RS model’s parameters, by the data of zero coupon bond rate and inflation
rate from Jul. 2001 to Mar. 2009. The paper deeply studies the effect of regime
switches to the three components of nominal term structure and their relative
importance by variance decomposition.
The empirical results report that, the regime-switching effect of the real rate in the
short maturity is significant in China, however, it disappears slowly in the long
maturity. The unconditional real curve is upward slightly with the long average rate
under 1%. The expected inflation has a nonlinear term structure in the short term and
eliminates slightly to be linear in the long term. There is also a regime-switching
effect for the inflation risk premium in the short maturity; in the long run, the inflation
risk premium varies opposite to the business cycle. The variation of nominal yields is
mostly due to the real rate and expected inflation, while the inflation risk premium is
still undervalued in China.
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error）和缺省变量偏误（omitted variable bias）。Hamilton（1985）[7]、Fama 和
Gibbons（1982）[19]和 Burmeister，Wall 和 Hamilton（1986）[20]在理性预期的假









Hodrick 和 Marshall（2001）[25]、Ang 和 Bekaert（2002）[26]研究了利率的机制转
换行为，但是没有分析相应机制的实际来源和名义来源。Evans 和 Wachtel（1993）
[27]、Evans 和 Lewis（1995）[28]分析了通货膨胀机制的存在性。Garcia 和 Perron
（1996）[29]则把焦点放在实际利率机制的研究上，他们用三状态两阶滞后的




转换行为，比如 Pennacchi（1991）[11]、Boudoukh（1993）[30]、Buraschi 和 Jiltsov
（2005）[31]利用美国数据所作的研究以及 Barr 和 Campbell（1997）[32]、Evans
（1998）[33]利用英国数据所作的研究。
另一部分文献引入了机制转换的期限结构模型，但是只用来研究名义利率期
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